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For many nonprofits,
the best way to
evaluate their
operations is to
simply ask
representatives about
their mission,
programs, financials,
and board of
trustees.

Choosing a Cause With Care

 
Prospective donors can find a suitable charity just about anywhere they look. However by doing some
homework, you can better distinguish among the many giving opportunities available to you.

What Makes a Charity a Charity?

Generally, a charity is a tax-exempt organization that can receive tax-deductible contributions. To be
recognized as a charity, most organizations must file an application with the IRS. Once approved, the IRS
generally issues a determination letter confirming that the organization is tax exempt and that contributions to
it are tax deductible for federal income tax purposes.

Mission Critical

While the IRS designation recognizes an organization's intent to operate in the best interest of a cause, it does
not evaluate the effectiveness with which the organization pursues its mission. To be successful, a charity
needs:

A mission statement/strategic plan: Does the organization's mission statement clearly state whom or
what it serves and what it hopes to achieve -- and how it will execute its plan?
Financial statement/Form 990: This form provides a financial snapshot of the charity's fiscal strength.
The IRS requires most tax-exempt organizations to file a Form 990 annually, although there are many
exceptions. Individuals can request copies of a charity's Form 990 directly from the charity or view
them online at  and other websites.Foundation Center
Board of Trustees: The board oversees an organization's financial and legal responsibilities, manages
its executives, and guides the vision that promotes the organization's cause.

Choose Carefully

While independent groups such as the  and  provide helpful information, itBBB Wise Giving Alliance GuideStar
is ultimately up to you to judge whether a particular charity matches your giving objectives. Before choosing a
charity, consider the organization's programs and whether they reflect its stated mission. Request copies of the
organization's financial documents, including its annual report and a list of its board members. These should
provide a clear view of the charity's operations and its management team. Also, spend some time browsing the
charity's website to learn more about its activities, capital campaigns, and other unique features.

Most importantly -- Ask questions! For many nonprofits, the best way to evaluate their operations is to simply
ask representatives about their mission, programs, financials, and board of trustees.

In charitable giving, information is critical. By taking time to research your choices, you can rest assured that
your generosity will be put to good use.

© 2017 Wealth Management Systems Inc. All rights reserved.

1-567500

http://foundationcenter.org/findfunders/990finder/
http://www.bbb.org/us/charity/
http://www.guidestar.org/?gclid=CPDvzerKxLwCFY8-Mgod4QMAPw
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Bond Market Perspectives | Week of May 8, 2017

 

Highlights

Following several defaults over the past two years, Puerto Rico filed for debt restructuring under Title
III of the PROMESA act, a process similar to bankruptcy.
Puerto Rico's debt crisis has been years in the making and is not symptomatic of the broad municipal
bond market. Title III does not apply to any state outside of Puerto Rico.
Although lower credit quality states should be monitored, signs of contagion have not materialized and
appear unlikely.

 

Puerto Rico Debt Restructuring

Puerto Rico, a source of stress for municipal bondholders since at least 2013, is back in the news again. After
years of recession and poor economic performance during which the territory racked up over $70 billion in
debt, Puerto Rico submitted for Title III restructuring on May 3, 2017. This debt restructuring option is
allowed under the Puerto Rico Oversight, Management, and Economic Stability Act (PROMESA), which was
signed into law in 2016. 

For most in the municipal bond market, the news was not surprising as Puerto Rico's fiscal issues were years in
the making, and several factors played a role in the territory ultimately filing bankruptcy. Due to declining
economic conditions and overleveraged borrowing in Puerto Rico, its inability to pay its bills is somewhat
predictable. Although the government has tried to implement reforms, such as attempting to fix their pension
issues and working aggressively to cut government spending, Puerto Rico's economy has not cooperated. The
problems were exacerbated in July 2016 when the island defaulted on general obligation (GO) debt--bonds
that were supposed to be guaranteed by Puerto Rico's constitution. Though Puerto Rico had defaulted on
revenue bonds previously, the GO default was the first real sign that bankruptcy-like restructuring was on its
way.

 

WHAT'S PRICED IN?

Market reaction to the recent filing has been mixed, with GO bonds seeing limited losses indicating that
markets had largely priced in such an outcome. Puerto Rico Sales Tax Financing Corp (COFINA) bonds and
Puerto Rico Electric Power Authority (PREPA) bonds did see larger losses in the wake of the filing, though
much of this was just a reversal of gains that came following passage of PROMESA legislation in mid-2016.

GO debt: Once thought to be guaranteed by Puerto Rico's government, but this changed after the 2016
default. Under Title III, GO bonds are likely to hold among the highest priority, but this remains to be
seen, as the court may value senior-secured debt higher. After the Title III filing, debt due in 2035
traded at about 63 cents on the dollar as of May 8, 2017 [Figure 1].
COFINA: These senior bonds are backed by sales-tax revenue and have recently traded higher than
GO bonds. According to the deal offered to bondholders prior to filing for Title III, the government was
willing to pay GO holders more than COFINA holders, prioritizing the GO debt ahead of COFINA. The
power to prioritize bonds backed by a dedicated revenue stream like COFINA, ahead of the GO bonds,
belongs to the court. After the filing, the prices subsequently dropped. Bonds due in 2040 sold for 56
cents on the dollar on May 8, 2017. 
PREPA: Essential service revenue bonds, such as those issued by PREPA, once held their value better
than other bonds. PREPA bonds saw losses after the filing, but not as large as some other issues, with
bonds due in 2042 selling for 62 cents on the dollar on May 8, 2017. Perhaps the lesson to be learned
here is that essential revenue service bonds may hold their value better than other issues because
power is a necessity.  

Click here for Figure 1: Price Action of Major Puerto Rico Bond Issues Over the Past Year

Depending on the structure of the bonds (legal covenants or priority of payment), prices have ranged from the
mid-$20s to mid-$80s ($100 is par). The low prices likely signal that the market had previously understood
that par value may not be recouped. Normally, due to the government guarantee, GO bonds would be among
the higher priced Puerto Rican bonds. However, following last summer's GO default, essential service power
bonds are now trading a bit higher than the GO. Although it is difficult to draw conclusions from this, it does
demonstrate that a well-diversified approach using essential service revenue bonds (especially in lower rated
states) may be prudent.  

 

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/Bond_Market_Perspectives_05092017-1.pdf
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WILL PUERTO RICO SPILL OVER TO THE REST OF THE MUNICIPAL MARKET?

Since many highly rated states are growing their economies, Puerto Rico is not representative of the broader
municipal bond market. Growing economies have led to better credit quality metrics and this is the primary
reason why troubled municipal issuers are the exception and not the norm. Even though high-profile
distressed bond issuers like New Jersey and Illinois may gather widespread attention, the number of municipal
defaults still remains isolated. 

So far, Puerto Rico has not impacted the broader municipal bond market and we don't expect the Title III filing
to cause widespread concern. Most mutual funds have had time to digest Puerto Rico's debt and have reduced
their exposure to uninsured holdings. The news surrounding Puerto Rico could lead to more scrutiny of other
distressed issuers, though the debt and economic problems that Puerto Rico faces are more severe than those
of any U.S. state. 

Mutual fund flows can be used to gauge the fear of broader contagion. In 2013 and 2016, Puerto Rico distress
corresponded with mutual fund outflows, followed by an extended period of weakness. However, flows have
remained positive over the previous month [Figure 2], and only one small outflow was seen as Puerto Rico
debt prices began to fall in March 2017. The lack of capital flight indicates that the market was on solid footing
heading into the Title III filing. Though flows have showed little sign of distress, this is an area that we will
continue watching in the near future as a gauge of how broader markets are reacting to developments
surrounding Puerto Rico.  

 

POTENTIAL RISKS

Puerto Rico isn't the only municipality struggling with fiscal difficulties. New Jersey and Illinois have also
faced scrutiny in the past several years. New Jersey's state pension problem has been in focus since 2014. In
addition to having the lowest pension funding level of any state, Illinois has been suffering a decrease in
revenue as well. Puerto Rico's restructuring may cause investors to reassess the risks in these states, though
unlike Puerto Rico where Congress was able to intervene because it was a territory, New Jersey and Illinois fall
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under states' rights and as such they can't be forced into restructuring. Both also have access to greater
revenue inflows than Puerto Rico, so any comparisons are tenuous at best. 

 

CONCLUSION

Puerto Rico, its citizens, and bondholders have a difficult road ahead. The island's debt restructuring period
will most likely be prolonged and final resolution may take years. The good news for municipal investors is that
the reaction in the broader municipal market has so far been muted, as Puerto Rico's issues have been years in
the making and the Title III filing did not come as a surprise. That being said, with over $70 billion in debt,
Puerto Rico's Title III filing could lead to the largest municipal restructuring the U.S. has ever faced (Detroit
was the previous largest at $18 billion) and unknowns remain. The overall impact of this event may take time
to develop, and with this in mind it may make sense for risk-averse investors to focus on higher quality
municipal bonds to manage credit risk. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance reference is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indexes are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.

The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.

All company names noted herein are for educational purposes only and not an indication of trading intent or
a solicitation of their products or services. LPL Financial doesn’t provide research on individual equities.

Bonds are subject to market and interest rate risk if sold prior to maturity. Bond values and yields will
decline as interest rates rise, and bonds are subject to availability and change in price.

Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed by the U.S. government as to the timely payment of
principal and interest and, if held to maturity, offer a fixed rate of return and fixed principal value.
However, the value of fund shares is not guaranteed and will fluctuate. 

The Puerto Rico bonds discussed are considered high yield/junk bonds. High yield/junk bonds (grade BB or
below) are not investment grade securities, and are subject to higher interest rate, credit, and liquidity risks
than those graded BBB and above. They generally should be part of a diversified portfolio for sophisticated
investors.

Investing in foreign fixed income securities involves special additional risks. These risks include, but are not
limited to, currency risk, political risk, and risk associated with foreign market settlement. Investing in
emerging markets may accentuate these risks.

Investing in mutual funds involves risk, including possible loss of principal. An increase in interest rates may
cause the price of bond mutual funds to decline.

RES 5909 0517   |   Tracking #1-606938   (Exp. 05/18)
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Weekly Market Commentary | Week of May 8, 2017

 

HIGHLIGHTS

"Sell in May and go away" has become cliché, but the data are tough to ignore.
Market strength heading into this seasonally weak period and broad participation in the global bull
market help reduce the chances of a major sell-off.
Additionally, low odds of a recession, improving earnings, and historically strong gains after new highs
further support buying any potential weakness.

FIVE REASONS NOT TO SELL IN MAY

"Sell in May and go away" is probably the most widely cited cliché in stock market history. May is upon us, which
sparks a barrage of Wall Street commentaries, media stories, and investor questions every year about the popular
stock market adage. This week, we tackle this widely cited seasonal pattern, but focus on some reasons it might
not work this year.

WORST SIX MONTHS OF THE YEAR

The old stock market adage "sell in May and go away" is based on the seasonal stock market pattern in which the
six months from May through October are historically weak for stocks, with many believing you are better off
simply avoiding the market altogether and moving to cash during the historically troublesome summer months.
Stocks have gained 1.4% on average during these worst six months (since 1950*), compared with 7.0% during the
November to April period.

Here are all the monthly returns for the S&P 500 Index . The summer months can be rather tricky[Figure 1]
and other than a July bounce, June, July, and August have been the three weakest months of the year on average.

This brings the obvious question: If long-term history suggests these next six months are indeed the worst
six-month period of the year, then why hold? While we do respect "Sell in May," and going away for the summer
months sounds like a good idea, looking at the current data in context does not actually suggest selling.

*Please note: The modern design of the S&P 500 stock index was first launched in 1957. Performance back to
1950 incorporates the performance of predecessor index, the S&P 90.

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WMC_Figure1.pdf
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STRENGTH HEADING INTO MAY HELPS

One way to assess the longer-term direction of a market trend is to use the price compared with its longer-term
moving average. One popular moving average to use is the 200-day moving average, which as the name suggests
is the average of the previous 200 closes. We looked back since 1950 and found that the S&P 500 was above its
200-day moving average 48 times as it headed into the worst six months of the year. Sure enough, the average
gain was 2.8%, double the average of 1.4% for all years. Also, those six months were higher 68.8% of the time,
versus 62.7% for all years. Further analysis showed that the 19 times the S&P 500 started under its 200-day
moving average, the index fell by an average of 2.3% over the following six months and was only higher 47.4% of
the time . In other words, the S&P 500's firm uptrend in 2017 may bode well for the next six months.[Figure 2]

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WMC_Figure1.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WMC_Figure2.pdf
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THE BULL MARKET IS GLOBAL

Another reason not to "sell in May" is the strength of global markets. The S&P 500 closed at new all-time highs
on Friday (May 5, 2017), but what makes the current backdrop so bullish is how strong developed and emerging
markets are as well. Equity markets in Argentina, Australia, Austria, Germany, Portugal, India, Mexico,
Netherlands, and South Korea are at or close to all-time highs. While not at all-time highs, markets in Hong
Kong, France, Greece, Portugal, Italy, Japan, and Spain are at or near 52-week highs. The global breadth of
technical strength may help lessen the potential for a big "sell in May" event.

The FTSE All-World Index, which includes nearly 50 different countries and covers 98% of the world's investable
market capitalization, is an easy way to show how global markets are doing. It broke out to new highs earlier this
year and made another new all-time high last week. All in all, it further confirms this bull market is global, not
just a U.S. event .[Figure 3]

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WMC_Figure2.pdf
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BUSINESS CYCLE AND EARNINGS ARE STRONG

Two more reasons we might not need to "Sell in May" are that the business cycle and earnings are both healthy
and expanding. We believe the current economic expansion has the potential to continue for at least the next 12
to 18 months based on our analysis of the leading indicators. Most bear markets occur near recessions, and the
U.S. economy is simply not showing signs of excesses that historically have built up and led to the end of prior
business cycles. In the absence of recession, any stock market declines tend to be more modest. We expect more
volatility in the second half of the year, but the generally favorable economic backdrop should encourage the dips
to be bought.

Earnings have been perhaps the biggest driver of this year's stock market gains, with the possible exception of
policy optimism (the two are related, so perhaps both can stake claim). Although hard to estimate, policy could
add several percentage points to 2018 earnings after what we anticipate will be mid-to-high single digit earnings
gains for S&P 500 companies in 2017. We expect earnings to be supported by a slight pickup in economic growth,
a stable U.S. dollar, and rebounding energy sector profits.

Corporate America is doing even better than that pace in the first quarter. A very strong 75% of companies have
beaten consensus estimates, producing a growth rate of near 15% with more than 400 S&P 500 companies
having reported. Most companies have offered upbeat outlooks, reiterating or increasing guidance, which has led
estimates to be resilient. We expect the strong near-term earnings outlook to help support stocks over the next
three to six months as it has in recent weeks.

BUYING AT ALL-TIME HIGHS CAN BE A GOOD THING

The S&P 500 closed at a new all-time high on Friday. This could, perhaps counter-intuitively, be another reason
not to "Sell in May." Analysis of the S&P 500 Index indicates that from the date of any given all-time high, the
index has historically hit another all-time high within one month 92% of the time. Extending this time frame to
three months increases those odds to over 97%, and extending to one year the odds approach 99%. Based on
those odds, you have a very good chance of seeing another all-time high pretty soon after hitting one.

Although these numbers are reassuring, they only tell a small part of the story. Hitting another all-time high after
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a short period of time is great, but if those gains evaporate before a sale occurs, they really don't matter. Are those
gains sustained so they can be captured by investors over a longer-term investment horizon? The answer,
historically, has been yes.

If you bought at an all-time high, the S&P 500 was on average 0.5% higher after one month. After three months
the average gain was 1.8%, and after one year, the average gain was 7.9%. Six-month and one-year performance
has been slightly better than the average over the entire time horizon we studied, back to 1928. Longer time
horizons tend to favor investing when markets have not been at all-time highs, though the numbers still show
strong performance is possible even when investing at all-time highs. It is human nature to be nervous at such
times, but the numbers support investment consideration.

CONCLUSION

"Sell in May" is one of the most popular investment clichés, but it also has a good deal of historical data to back it
up. But remember, no investment rule of thumb works all the time. With global equity strength heading into this
weak seasonal period, improving earnings, a business cycle showing little sign of recession, and history saying
new highs have usually been followed by more new highs--the odds that we see a major "Sell in May" event this
year is minimized in our view. This isn't to say volatility won't pick up later this year, we think it will; but we
would consider using any weakness as an opportunity to increase equity exposure.

Thanks to Jeffrey Buchbinder and David Tonaszuck for their contributions this week.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you,
consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results.

The economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.

Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal, and
potential liquidity of the investment in a falling market.

International investing involves special risks such as currency fluctuation and political instability and may not
be suitable for all investors. These risks are often heightened for investments in emerging markets.
All investing involves risk including loss of principal.

INDEX DESCRIPTIONS

The Standard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization-weighted index of 500 stocks designed to measure
performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks
representing all major industries.

FTSE All-World Index series is a stock market index that covers over 7,400 companies in 47 countries starting
in 1986/ It is calculated and published by the FTSE Group, a wholly owned subsidiary of the London Stock
Exchange which originated as a joint venture between the Financial Times and the London Stock Exchange.

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment
advisor, please note that LPL Financial is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such
entity.

Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not Guaranteed
by Any Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit

Tracking #1-606484 (Exp. 05/18)
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Weekly Economic Commentary | Week of May 8, 2017

 

Jobs Count: But How Do We Count Them?

KEY TAKEAWAYS

The job market is an important indicator of economic health, but there are many ways to look at the
market and multiple ways to interpret the data. 
One issue that often arises is the two different types of unemployment rates.
Another important concept for the labor market is ascertaining why people are unemployed, especially
when the economy has been improving. One way to examine this is to look at the Beveridge Curve, an
economic indicator. 

HOW TO READ A JOBS REPORT

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) released its monthly jobs report on Friday, May 5, 2017. As usual,
investors and economists (including those at the Federal Reserve [Fed]) will pour over the data for clues
regarding the health of the economy, as well as for insight into interest rates and other policies. Lately, many
questions arise with each data release. Different rates measure a different scope of the labor market, specifically
how those who have given up looking for work, or people working part time when they would rather work full
time, are counted. The difference between these rates gives rise to questions, including which rate is correct and
how to interpret the data. Another measure of the health of the labor market is the Beveridge Curve. This
indicator compares the number of people looking for work with the number of employers looking to hire. In
theory, these should have a mostly steady relationship. Changes in the relationship may indicate a structural
issue, either in the labor market or economy.  

WHAT REALLY COUNTS

The BLS's monthly jobs report contains a large amount of data. But there are three numbers that matter most.
One is the unemployment rate, also called the U-3 unemployment rate, which is the number of people not
working but actively looking for work divided by the total labor force. However, there are other ways to measure
unemployment. One of them is the U-6 rate, often called the "underemployment rate." It starts with the U-3 rate,
but adds people working part time involuntarily, as well as those who have given up looking for work, often
referred to as discouraged workers. The U-6 rate is therefore a broader measure of slack in the U.S. labor market.
The recent history of these rates can be seen in . The most recent reading on these figures on May 5,Figure 1
2017, shows the U-3 unemployment rate is 4.4%, below its pre-Great Recession value, whereas the U-6 rate is
8.6%, still slightly elevated from its pre-Great Recession value.  

The impact of the Great Recession is apparent. Not only did both rates rise, but the U-6 rate rose significantly
higher (proportionally) and stayed relatively high well after the economy began to recover. U-6 unemployment
did not begin declining in earnest relative to the U-3 rate until 2013 and did not fall below 12% until the middle of
2014. This difference is partially behind the notion that the recovery was leaving a large part of the population
behind.    

BEVERIDGES COOL DOWN THE ECONOMY

There are two other implications of the gap between these employment measures. One is the impact on the third
number that gets a lot of scrutiny on jobs day, wages. Wages have been slow to rise despite the low U-3 rate. The

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WEC_Figure1.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WEC_Figure1.pdf
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most recent statistics on wages show that wage growth was only 2.5% during the past year, as of May 5, 2017. One
reason for this is that these discouraged workers are coming back into the work force. This is a good thing for
sure, but also acts as a depressant on current wages. Stagnant wages impact all workers, again supporting the
notion that the economic recovery is incomplete or anemic. 

These concepts are generally referred to as cyclical, that is they relate to the business cycle. There is actually an
implied "yet" in many statements about the job market, implying a belief that the cycle will continue to get better.
"Discouraged workers haven't found full time jobs, yet." "Wages haven't increased despite lower unemployment,
yet." However, all the issues in the job market may not be cyclical. They may not be solved simply by giving the
economy more time, or even by rising wages, bringing even more people into the labor market. 

Why might people continue to be underemployed even though the unemployment rate is low? Maybe companies
are not hiring. However, the BLS also tracks job openings, new jobs created by companies. We can track the
unemployment rate against the job openings rate, resulting in something called the Beveridge Curve .[Figure 2]
This shows two sets of data. The blue dots show the relationship between job openings and unemployment rate
before the Great Recession, while the yellow dots display that relationship since the Great Recession. You can see
there is a greater mismatch recently. There are proportionally more people looking for work at the same time
there are more companies looking for workers. 

How can this be? Why can't job seekers and employers get together? There are many possible answers, but we
suggest two. The first is cyclical. They simply haven't gotten together yet. Some companies have increased wages,
luring more people back into labor pool, but maybe wages haven't increased enough for everyone to get a job.
Maybe, as the economy continues to improve, employers will be forced to increase wages. Or maybe workers who
have been holding out for more will decide that the current market is as good as it gets and accept wages as
offered. 

Or maybe the issue is structural. There has been some concern that many of the people looking for jobs don't
have the skills the job creators need, referred to as a "skills gap." Many jobs, even those considered only
semi-skilled, require a degree of computer literacy unneeded even a few years ago. There is anecdotal evidence,
mostly from companies themselves, that technologically sophisticated workers are in short supply. This isn't a
"yet" problem. Training workers will take time, money, and a clear vision of what is needed in the workplace. 

This issue is a real quandary for the Fed, which at times suggested running the economy "hot," keeping interest
rates lower than they might otherwise be to help boost wages. Remember, Fed Chair Janet Yellen was a labor
economist who is very sensitive to issues of wages, not merely jobs. If one believes the primary problem in the
labor market is cyclical, this approach may be effective, even if there are some adverse side effects. However, if
the primary problem with the labor market is structural, such as a skills gap, waiting to tighten monetary policy
further is unlikely to make the situation better and may even make it worse. 

CONCLUSION

The most recent jobs report was largely good news, but looking under the surface we see some of the issues that
have bedeviled economists, policymakers, and business owners since the economic recovery began. Though the
Fed has begun to normalize interest rates, the gap between U-6 and U-3 unemployment rates and issues like the
skills gap remain a problem. Spring and summer are popular times to visit Washington, D.C., but it's very warm.
If you see Yellen, you might want to offer her a cool Beveridge.

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES

http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WEC_Figure2.pdf
http://lpl-research.com/NOD/050817_WEC_Figure2.pdf
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for you,
consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. 

Any economic forecasts set forth in the presentation may not develop as predicted and there can be no
guarantee that strategies promoted will be successful.Investing in stock includes numerous specific risks
including: the fluctuation of dividend, loss of principal and potential illiquidity of the investment in a falling
market.The fast price swings in commodities and currencies will result in significant volatility in an investor’s
holdings.

Because of its narrow focus, specialty sector investing, such as healthcare, financials, or energy, will be subject
to greater volatility than investing more broadly across many sectors and companies.

 

DEFINTIONS

A Beveridge Curve, or UV-curve, is a graphical representation of the relationship between unemployment and
the job vacancy rate (the number of unfilled jobs expressed as a proportion of the labor force). It typically has
vacancies on the vertical axis and unemployment on the horizontal.

 

This research material has been prepared by LPL Financial LLC.

To the extent you are receiving investment advice from a separately registered independent investment advisor,
please note that LPL Financial LLC is not an affiliate of and makes no representation with respect to such entity.

Not FDIC or NCUA/NCUSIF Insured | No Bank or Credit Union Guarantee | May Lose Value | Not Guaranteed
by Any Government Agency | Not a Bank/Credit Union Deposit

Tracking #1- 606529 (Exp. 05/18)
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Independent Investor | May 2017

 

Company stock in your 401(k)? What Retirement Investors Need to Know

Owning company stock in your employer-sponsored retirement plan is not necessarily a bad thing. Company
stock can potentially help employees profit from a company's success and even provide tax benefits. But
holding company stock can present unique risks, particularly if the stock allocation represents a large
percentage of your total retirement plan assets.

Let's consider the case of Enron which, although occurring long ago, still raises some valid points. Enron filed
for bankruptcy late in 2001 after struggling for months with mounting losses and debts--as well as questions
about its accounting practices. At the time, it was the largest corporate bankruptcy in U.S. history. Because
more than half of the assets in Enron's retirement plan were invested in the firm's stock, the result was
devastating. As the share price sank, so did the balance in many employees' retirement plan accounts. An
estimated $1 billion was lost among about 15,000 accounts.

Additionally, the collapse of companies like Lehman Brothers in 2008 caught the attention of millions of
American workers who have company stock in their retirement plan accounts. With their own futures in mind,
they have started asking some important questions.

What Can I Do?

Following are some steps each of us can take to evaluate our own situation.

Know your plan--Brush up on the rules that govern your employer-sponsored retirement plan. Is company
stock an investment option? Does your employer make matching contributions in the form of company stock?
Are there rules governing management of the stock within your account? You can request a Summary Plan
Description, which details the rules. Ask your employer to clarify any rules you don't understand.

Consider your share of company stock--If you do own company stock through your employer-sponsored
retirement plan, what percentage of your total assets does it represent? The ideal allocation for you will depend
on your goals, time horizon and risk tolerance, factors you may want to review with a financial professional.

Review your overall investment strategy--Take a look at your strategy for investing through your company
plan. How much do you contribute and what investment options are you using? If your employer already
matches your contributions with company stock, you may not want to invest additional money in it.
You also might want to consider investments with holdings that differ from your company's stock--a strategy
called diversification.  If your company stock is a growth stock, for example, you might want to think about a1

fund that invests in value stocks. Or if your company is a retail company, you might want to look for funds that
invest in other industries and sectors that may perform differently. The benefit of diversifying is that if one
investment declines in value, others can potentially increase in value and help offset potential losses.

Consider your other investments. Do you invest in an individual retirement account (IRA) or other retirement
savings account? Does your spouse have a retirement plan of his or her own? It's important to look at the
investments in those vehicles and determine whether they complement your plan investments. If you can't
control the level of diversification in your own plan as much as you'd like, you may be able to enhance your
level of diversification elsewhere.

Evaluate your options

While Enron and other company collapses have raised valid questions about owning company stock, you may
still want to consider taking advantage of your plan. A matching contribution of company stock may be better
than no matching contribution at all. Conduct a comprehensive review of your plan assets, your investment
strategy and your investments outside of your plan. And given the important role these assets are likely to play
in your financial future, be sure to consult a professional before taking action.

 

 

1There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns or outperform a non-diversified
portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk. Amounts in mutual funds are subject to
fluctuations in value and market risk. Shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original
cost.

 

The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
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advice or recommendations for any individual. All performance referenced is historical and is no guarantee
of future results. All indices are unmanaged and may not be invested into directly. This article was prepared
by DST Systems Inc. The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not
intended to provide specific advice or recommendations for any individual. We suggest that you discuss your
specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor. Please consult me if you have any questions. LPL
Financial Representatives offer access to Trust Services through The Private Trust Company N.A., an
affiliate of LPL Financial.Because of the possibility of human or mechanical error by DST Systems Inc. or its
sources, neither Wealth Management Systems Inc. nor its sources guarantees the accuracy, adequacy,
completeness or availability of any information and is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the
results obtained from the use of such information. In no event shall DST Systems Inc. be liable for any
indirect, special or consequential damages in connection with subscribers' or others' use of the content.
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The opinions voiced in this material are for general information only and are not intended to provide specific
advice or recommendations for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate for
you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All performance referenced is historical and is no
guarantee of future results. All indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.
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